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This paper presents an intelligent protection mechanism for series compensated power network. 
It principally focuses on identifying and locating the fault events in the network by applying 
transient signal processing and intelligent computing technique. It involves realization of prime 
characteristic features from the 3-phase post-fault current signal using discrete wavelet 
transform decomposition. The realized feature sets (i.e. the entropy of DWT coefficients) are 
utilized as the input data set to the designed classifier and distance appraisal model. The 
designed classifier and distance estimator model predicts the type of events and its actuating 
point in the network as their final output. The probabilistic neural network technique based 
classifier model has been employed in present work for classifying the shunt abnormality events 
in the compensated power network. For tracing the location of shunt fault in the network, a 
cascaded-forward network model has been utilized. Various test cases with varying network 
operating conditions have been performed on two different simulated test networks in MATLAB 
for evaluating the competency and feasibility of the proposed intelligent protection scheme. The 
results enlisted after different considered fault scenario, have vindicated the applicability and 
strength of the proposed intelligent protection mechanism for ascertaining the class and location 
of actuation of fault events in a compensated power network.  
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 Nomenclature 

The notations and abbreviations used throughout the paper are stated below: 

ψs,τ (t) mother wavelet 

ea    P-norm entropy value of wavelet coefficients for phase A 

e
b

 P-norm entropy value of wavelet coefficients for phase B 

ec  P-norm entropy value of wavelet coefficients for phase C 

C
fi

 Coefficients values of the signal. 

Db  daubechies mother wavelet 

MOV Metal-oxide varistor 

 

1. Introduction 

The advent of line compensation mechanism directly helps the Transco’s utility for 

improving the power flow limits of the network along with better stability and voltage 

control. But, on account of distance protection the incorporation of series compensating 

devices in the transmission circuit creates additional protection challenges due to rising of 

other critical issues like additional harmonic injection, signal inversion, DC offset etc. [1-

2]. Moreover, the unpredictable functioning of the MOV (utilized for safety of 
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compensating element) during different system conditions also creates erratic functioning 

of conventional relays [3]. The challenging conditions of series compensated power 

transmission (SCPT) system have driven the researchers for developing intelligent, adaptive 

and competent protection scheme for compensated power network. Over the last few years, 

multifarious approaches have been reported for fault diagnosis in series compensated (SC) 

power network [4]. In [5-6] the authors have discussed schemes for locating fault positions 

in the power network using travelling wave (TW) mechanism and frequency analysis of 

transient signals has been discussed. But the developed method has been tested on very 

limited data set.  In [7] a scheme based on application of wavelet transform (WT) and fuzzy 

logic, for identifying fault events in Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) compensated 

network has been explained. However, the overall accuracy percentage of the scheme for 

fault classification is not reported. In [8] a mathematically distributed parameter modelling 

based algorithm has been discussed for locating faults in uncompensated and SC 

transmission network. However, the reported approach needs both terminals measurement 

data and is quite complicated. In [9] an adaptive and mathematical approach has been 

presented for protecting UPFC incorporated power network. But only L-G fault case has 

been considered during the efficacy assessment of the reported protection method. In [10] a 

WT-Fuzzy based algorithm has been explained for fault categorisation and section 

identification in compensated transmission circuit. In [11] an intelligent scheme has been 

developed for protection of compensated network by computing the phase angle of 

differential impedance (PAODI) of all phases. However, the localisation issue of fault 

events has not been addressed in the paper. In [12] a WT-ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy 

Inference System) based methodology has been reported for the protection of SC network. 

In [13-14] the authors have discussed extreme learning machine (ELM) technique based 

protection methodologies for protection of SC power network. In [15-18] authors have 

reported SVM-based protection algorithms for compensated transmission system. However, 

the ELM and SVM technique based approaches frequently suffers from different issues like 

pertinent selection of kernel function, parameters and its inherent binary nature. In [19] a 

complicated mathematical network modelling based scheme has been presented for SC 

network. In [20] a protection scheme for compensated power lines based on synchronized 

phase measurement has been reported. However, its reliability totally depends on 

functioning of synchronizing link in the network. In [21] a machine learning and empirical 

signal decomposition based approach has been presented for identifying the events in 

parallel SC network. In [22] an analytical protection scheme for SC system has been 

presented based on monitoring the voltage drop along the compensating elements. But it 

must be modified every time according to the compensating device. 

This paper is mainly concerned with developing a competent and intelligent protection 

scheme for a series capacitor compensated power network. It principally focuses on the 

categorization and distance tracing of shunt abnormality events in the compensated 

transmission circuit using DWT and intelligent computing. The proposed scheme involves 

realization of prime feature sets from 3-phase post fault current signal using DWT 

decomposition. Thereupon those feature sets have been utilized as input data set to the 

designed intelligent network based classifier and distance appraisal model for categorizing 

and tracing the fault events in the transmission circuit. The p-norm entropy value of the 

DWT coefficients of the 3-phase post fault current signal has been used as prime features. 
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The proposed scheme is naturally well competent in handling multi-class cases with very 

quick time response. A probabilistic neural network (PNN) technique based classifier 

model has been employed in present work for classifying the shunt abnormality events in 

the compensated transmission network.  Similarly, for tracing the fault location in the 

network, a cascaded-forward network model (CFNM) has been utilized. Many test cases 

have been performed on two different simulated test network designed in MATLAB to 

vindicate the competency and reliability of the proposed protection scheme. The results of 

test cases reveal that the proposed intelligent protection mechanism is apt for classifying 

and locating shunt abnormality events in SCPT system. The rest paper is organized as 

follows: The basic aspects of the DWT and feature vector realization are illustrated in 

section-2. The third section of the paper presents the proposed intelligent protection scheme 

for the categorization and tracing of the shunt abnormality events in SC power network. 

The details of the designed simulated power network and the performed test analysis are 

discussed in the fourth section. The fifth section summarizes the outcomes of test cases and 

technological discussions. Finally, section-6 gives the conclusion of the proposed 

protection mechanism. 

 

2.  Fundamentals of wavelet transform 
 

Signals in the power system are generally of non-stationary nature, which restricted the 

use of Fourier transform (FT) for performing any analysis. Hence, other signal processing 

techniques must be considered for performing effectual transient analysis. WT technique 

easily outperforms the limitations of FT and proves its aptness for application in power 

transient analysis as it provides frequency and time information of signal with better 

resolution. The DWT is nothing but transforming the signal with discrete dilations and 

translations. It allows minimal representation of the signal without any redundancy.  The 

continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of a signal x(t) is computed using expression given in 

equation (1). 
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Where: s, τ are scaling and translating factors; ψs,τ (t) is mother wavelet; where m is an 

integer. The corresponding discrete wavelet is described in equation (3). Appropriate 

selection of prototype (mother wavelet) is essential for proper characterization of a signal 

while using DWT. The Daubechies (Db) wavelet has been frequently applied by various 

researchers in transient signal behaviour analysis [23-25]. The opting of the prototype in 

this work is totally based on weighing the accuracy performance acquired while using 

different mother wavelets (Db1 to Db5) and decomposition level. The Db5 with 5 levels 

has been finally opted for decomposing the 3-phase post fault current signals. The sampling 

frequency is fixed at 20 kHz. The Wavelet decomposition tree mechanism is demonstrated 
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in Fig. 1. The expression for computing the frequency range of different decomposition 

level of approximation and detail coefficients are ( )1
0 / 2

j
Sampling

freq
+

−  and

( )1
/ 2 / 2

j j
Sampling Sampling

freq freq
+

− ; where j=1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The P-norm entropy 

value of DWT coefficients (i.e. ea , e
b

and ec  ) of the post fault current signal have been  

estimated as the feature set by using equation (4), where P is 1.1 and C
fi

is coefficients 

values of the signal. The application of Pertinent feature selection phenomena 

comprehensively aiding in mitigating the training & testing span due to lesser 

dimensionality of the input data.   

( )
P

Entropy e C
fii

=∑                                                                                                            (4) 
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Figure: 1 Wavelet decomposition tree 

 

3. Proposed intelligent scheme of protection 

 

The flow chart of the proposed intelligent protection scheme for SCPT system is shown 

in Fig. 2. It fundamentally depends on the idea of picking the dominant features of the post 

fault current samples during shunt abnormalities and using them in the designed intelligent 

network based classifier and distance locator model for categorizing the fault events and 

ascertaining the fault positions in the network. The DWT based decomposition has been 

applied for acquiring the coefficients of the 3-phase current signals during shunt 

abnormalities in the network. As the signal feature set, the entropy (ea, eb, ec) of the gained 

DWT coefficients has been computed for each phase. The subsequent phase of the 

proposed scheme involves the application of computed entropy feature set for the 

categorization and distance estimation of fault events.  The classifier and distance locator 

models predict the associated class label and the point of fault in the transmission circuit as 

their output. The detailed training and testing mechanism of the proposed approach has 

been discussed in the section 4. In this work, PNN technique based classifier model has 

been utilized for categorizing the shunt abnormalities in SCPT system. Similarly, for 

tracing the location of shunt events in the network, a CFNM system has been applied.  
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Figure: 2 Work-flow of proposed approach 

3.1. Probabilistic neural network 

PNN technique has been comprehensively used in different classification applications, 

mainly because of its patterns mapping capability. The execution of PNN involves 

estimation of probability density function (PDF) of feature samples of each class. The 

categorization of the classes has been accomplished by utilizing the computed PDF in 

accordance with Baye’s rules. The PNN model is comprised of an input layer, two hidden 

layers (namely pattern and summation) and output layers, organized in a successive 

sequence as shown in Fig. 3. Once the ea, eb, ec values, i.e. the realized feature set of 3-

phases have been feed to the pattern layer from the input layer, the neuron’s estimated its 

closeness from the trained feature set, by using expression given below: 

 

( )
( ) ( )1

exp
2k/2 2(2 )

T
x x x x

Ai Aif x
A k σπ σ

 
 
 
 
 
 

− −
= −                                                                  (5) 

Where, σ is the smoothing parameter; k is the dimension. Thereupon the summation 

layer added up all the inputs received by pattern layer for each class and produces a net 

output of probability. Finally, the Baye’s decision rule has been utilized for deciding the 

associated class label of the test event samples once the summation of weighted votes for 

each category has been computed. The class with largest vote probability is said to be the 

particular category of the test sample. 

3.2. Cascade-forward Network Model (CFNM) 

A CFNM has been utilized in the present work for ascertaining the position of faults in 

SCPT network. The designed model comprises of three component layers, i.e. input, hidden 

and output layer as same as feed-forward networks, but it has an additional weight 

connection from input to the consecutive layer and so on. The architecture is shown in Fig. 

4. The utilization of additional connection enhances the learning speed capability of the 

network. In present work, Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation (trainlm) function has 

been used as the training function. The P-norm entropy values (feature set) are used as 
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input to the designed distance estimator model. Tansig transfer function has been utilized in 

the hidden layer for estimating the hidden layer’s output. In the output layer, purelin 

transfer function has been utilized. The output layer of the CFNM finally predicts the 

position of fault in the SCPT network as its output. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Case study 

Two different digital test systems have been simulated in MATLAB for analyzing the 

feasibility of the proposed intelligent protection scheme for the compensated power 

network. Firstly a 400 kV, 50 Hz, 300 km mid-point capacitor compensated transmission 

circuit model (shown in Fig. 5) has been used. The transmission circuit and series capacitor 

parameters details are depicted in Appendix 1. The second test system that has been used is 

the modified 3-machine 9-bus power transmission system (WSCC-9 bus) shown in Fig.6. 

The details of system data are listed in appendix II. In the present work, line 7-8 (300 km) 

has been 35 % compensated using a series capacitor near bus 7. The rating of MOV used 

for guarding the capacitor during the extreme level of transient voltage is set as 2.5 times of 

nominal capacitor voltage. All sorts of shunt abnormality events at multi-locations with 

varying transmission circuit conditions have been considered. Fig. 7 represents the 3-phase 

post fault current samples in during A-G fault at 50 km (with varying fault inception angle) 

from the sending terminal.  
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Figure: 5 Simulated-transmission test system (First) 
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Fig.3. Architecture PNN structure            Figure: 4 Architecture CFNM model 
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Figure: 6 Simulated-modified WSCC-9-bus test systems (second) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.7. Fault current signals (kA) with respect to time (s) ((a) A-G at 50 km, with inception angle 30 deg; (b) A-

G at 50 km, with inception angle 60  deg; (c) A-G at 50 km, with inception angle 90 deg; (d) A-G at 50 km, with 

inception angle 120 deg) 

The training and testing of the classifier and distance estimator models are described in this 

section. The application of artificial intelligence mechanism in the proposed scheme 

significantly reduces the complexity compared with other analytical protection approaches. 

All kinds of faults with varying transmission circuit conditions (such as different locations, 

varying inception angles, the location of the series capacitor and percentage line 

compensation) have been simulated in the designed SCPT network in MATLAB. Four 

different fault inception angles, i.e. 30, 60, 90 and 120 degrees, two level of line 

compensation, i.e. 35 %, 45% and 20 different locations in the network have been 

considered during the training of the model. The features of 3-phase post fault current 

samples in terms of the entropy of the DWT coefficients have been estimated as feature 

  
(a)                                                                                      (b) 
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data set. In the training phase of the classifier model, the individual fault categories has 

been labelled as class1 (A-G), class 2 (B-G), class 3 (C-G), class 4 (AB), class 5 (AC), 

class 6 (BC), class 7 (ABG), class 8 (BCG), class 9 (ACG), class 10 (ABC). During the 

testing of the new unknown instance the corresponding entropy values of 3-phases have 

been applied to the trained models and the model predicts the class label of the test sample 

from 1 to 10 as its output. Similarly, the distance estimator model (CFNM) has been also 

trained by applying the respective ea, eb, and ec values of 3-phases corresponding to various 

fault location in the simulated SCPT network. The trained CFNM system forecast the 

position of the test case fault event in the power network on the basis of its associated 

entropy value of 3-phases as its final output during testing. For the testing purpose, 15 new 

fault cases with all varying conditions have been considered. Ten test cases have been 

performed on first test system and five on the second test system. During the testing, the 

associated features of the new unknown cases of shunt abnormalities have been applied to 

the trained classifier models. The trained classifier model predicts the particular kind of 

shunt abnormality event by applying the intelligent techniques and rules. Expression in 

equation (6) has been utilized for evaluating the percentage of accuracy in fault events 

categorization.                                                         

( )Number of incorrect classification 
(%) 100

Total number of test data 

Accuracy = ×                                               (6) 

Similarly, during the tracing of the position of faults in the network, the features associated 

with 10 unknown fault cases at different places (with varying situations) have been applied 

to the distance estimator model (CFNM) for forecasting the actual position of the fault in 

SCPT network. The equation (7) has been employed for evaluating the percentage of error 

in distance estimation of the fault events in the power network. 

( )
( )CFNM output Target

% 100

Length of line in km 

Error
−

= ×                                                                      (7) 

 

4. Result and Discussion 
 

For appraising the proficiency and practicability of the proposed intelligent protection 

scheme for SCPT network, it has been tested for various shunt abnormality scenarios 

including all kinds of fault events with varying conditions like location of events, line 

compensation level, location of the series capacitor bank and fault inception angle. The 

results obtained by the proposed classifier models (PNN) during the all considered test 

cases (on first test system) for identifying the category of the fault events in the network in 

terms of percentage of fault categorization accuracy have been enlisted in Table 1. Ten 

different unknown test cases (with changing conditions) have been taken into consideration. 

The associated features of the aforementioned test cases are applied to the trained classifier 

models. It has been observed that 100 % accuracy has been given by the trained classifier 

model for discriminating the severest fault (LLL) event and most generally occurring fault 

(L-G) event in the simulated power network. Likewise, 99.523 and 99.047 % identification 

accuracy have been procured for LL and LLG fault events in the power network. It has 

been observed that the average events classification accuracy acquired by applying the 
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proposed mechanism is 99.6246 %. The response time of the proposed protection scheme 

for ascertaining the abnormality categories in the SC transmission system has been listed in 

Table 2. It can be seen that the proposed scheme takes a very little span of time for 

recognizing the kind of shunt abnormality in the compensated power network. 

Table 1 Acquired fault categorization accuracy percentage on a first test system 

S.No Fault Type PNN Model Accuracy (%) 

(i) Line to Ground 100.00 

              (ii) Line to Line                 99.523 

                   (iii) Double Line to Ground          99.0476 

              (iv) 3-phase (LLL)          100.00 

(v) Overall Average Accuracy 99.6426 

Table 2 Time of response of proposed classifier models 

S. No Classifier Model Time of response 

(i) Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) 1.59e-01 S 

Table 3 Acquired accuracy (%) on WSCC-9-bus test system 

S.No Fault type PNN Model Accuracy (%) 

(i) Line to Ground 100.00 

(ii) Line to Line 100.00 

(iii) Double Line to Ground 99.33 

(iv) 3 phase (LLL) 100.00 

(v) Overall Average Accuracy 99.583 

 

Similarly, the  accuracy for fault events categorization acquired on the second test system, 

i.e. modified WSCC 9-bus system using proposed scheme are summarized in Table 3. Here 

also it has been observed that the proposed mechanism gives 100 % events identification 

accuracy for LG, LL, and LLL fault events. On the second test system the proposed scheme 

also provides high overall average fault classification accuracy i.e. 99.583 %.  From the 

above-mentioned results, it has been concluded that the proposed intelligent protection 

scheme is well competent for recognizing the kinds of fault events with very quick response 

time in any SC power network. Table 4 demonstrates the eminence of the proposed 

protection scheme over some already reported approaches [17, 16, 12 and 13] regarding 

final average abnormality events categorization accuracy achieved. The reported 

approaches in the literature like [12] ANFIS based scheme essentially demands ample 

tuning and refinement. Similarly, other approaches based on ELM [13] and SVM [16-17] 

also suffers from issues such as pertinent selection of kernel, parameters and their inherent 

binary nature. Irrespective of above limitations the proposed scheme does not requires 

different combinations of classifier models as proposed scheme are naturally well 

competent in handling multi-class cases.  

Table 4 Comparison of events categorization accuracy (%) with other reported approaches 
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S.No    Fault type Ref. [17] 
  (%) 

Ref. [16] 
  (%) 

Ref. 
[12] 

(%) 

Ref. 
[13] 

(%) 

Proposed PNN based 
Classifier model 

Accuracy (%) 

(i)     Line to ground 97.23 97.447 100.00    99.01 100.00 

(ii)     Line to line 97.29 99.616 97.560  98.25 99.523 

(iii) Double line to ground    97.84 98.611 98.788  99.79 99.047 

(iv)     3 phase (LLL) 97.68 100.00 100.00  99.97 100.00 

(v)     Avg. accuracy 97.51 98.918 99.087 99.255 99.642 

 

For ascertaining the actual fault position in SCPT network a designed CFNM system has 

been utilized. During competency assessment of the proposed distance estimator model, the 

respective features allied with 10 unknown fault cases at ten different location in the 

network has been applied to the trained CFNM system. The designed CFNM system finally 

predicts the position of the abnormality events in the network in terms of its distance from 

the sending terminal. Table 5 and 6 summarizes the estimated location of shunt abnormality 

in the network during the testing along with the corresponding error form the actual 

location. The outcomes of the distance estimator model reaffirmed the competency of the 

proposed protection mechanism for tracing the precise fault occurrence points in SCPT 

network. On the basis of overall acquired results, it can be deduced that the proposed 

protection mechanism is very effectual in categorizing and tracing the abnormality events 

in SCPT network. It has also be seen that the proposed scheme confers precise tracing and 

classification of fault events despite of different operating conditions variation in the 

network like types of abnormalities, changing locations, inception angles, the position of 

the series capacitor and change in the level of line compensation. Another important 

attribute of the proposed scheme is it is well competent in handling multi-class cases.  

Table 5 Fault location estimation at 35 % SC of line 

Type 

of 

fault 

Actual  

location 

of fault 

   CFNM 

   Output 

    30 deg 

   Error 

 (%) 

  CFNM 

  output 

   60-deg 

   Error 

    (%) 

 CFNM 

  output 

  90-deg 

Error 

 (%) 

 CFNM 

  output 

 120-deg 

   Error 

 (%) 

L-G 30 29.492 0.169 29.886 0.038 29.964 0.012 29.735 0.088 

50 50.307 0.102 49.840 0.053 50.027 0.009 49.868 0.044 

70 69.349 0.217 69.402 0.199 70.049 0.016 69.971 0.009 

90 89.722 0.092 90.212 0.070 90.154 0.051 89.304 0.232 

110 109.598 0.134 109.658 0.114 110.450 0.150 110.462 0.154 

130 129.512 0.162 129.853 0.049 130.578 0.192 130.270 0.090 

170 169.135 0.288 170.050 0.016 170.207 0.069 170.168 0.056 

190 190.151 0.050 189.692 0.102 189.958 0.014 189.623 0.125 

230 228.087 0.637 229.261 0.246 230.416 0.138 230.175 0.058 

250 250.867 0.289 249.421 0.193 249.586 0.138 250.971 0.323 

 

L-L 

 

30 

 

30.097 

 

0.032 

 

29.570 

 

0.143 

 

29.263 

 

0.345 

 

30.428 

 

0.142 

50 50.884 0.294 50.380 0.126 50.353 0.117 50.750 0.250 

70 70.251 0.083 69.783 0.072 67.827 0.724 69.472 0.176 

90 91.378 0.459 89.488 0.170 92.136 0.712 88.393 0.535 

110 109.212 0.262 110.858 0.286 109.748 0.084 110.364 0.121 

130 131.272 0.424 131.501 0.500 128.823 0.392 129.447 0.184 

170 169.550 0.150 170.859 0.286 169.186 0.271 171.392 0.464 

190 190.359 0.119 189.754 0.82 189.473 0.175 189.952 0.016 

230 229.226 0.258 231.622 0.540 227.594 0.802 228.493 0.502 

250 250.589 0.196 250.056 0.018 250.728 0.260 249.747 0.084 
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LL-

G  

 
30 

 
29.211 

 
0.263 

 
30.603 

 
0.201 

 
29.405 

 
0.198 

 
29.717 

 
0.094 

50 50.565 0.188 50.260 0.086 50.445 0.148 49.230 0.256 

70 71.954 0.651 70.002 0.0006 71.446 0.482 69.316 0.228 

90 89.523 0.159 90.688 0.229 92.908 0.964 90.676 0.225 

110 109.189 0.270 111.399 0.466 111.267 0.422 110.261 0.087 

130 132.249 0.749 131.355 0.451 131.294 0.431 130.875 0.291 

170 169.725 0.091 171.702 0.567 169.869 0.043 169.426 0.191 

190 189.628 0.124 190.343 0.114 191.075 0.358 190.140 0.046 

230 229.429 0.190 230.878 0.292 229.840 0.053 229.858 0.047 

250 249.429 0.190 250.306 0.102 250.233 0.077 249.546 0.151 

 
         

LLL 

 
30 

 
30.518 

 
0.172 

 
30.350 

 
0.116 

 
30.225 

 
0.075 

 
30.3724 

 
0.124 

50 50.885 0.295 49.263 0.245 48.942 0.352 49.584 0.138 

70 70.651 0.217 70.769 0.256 69.373 0.209 70.503 0.167 

90 92.846 0.948 89.031 0.323 89.310 0.230 90.910 0.303 

110 110.338 0.112 109.705 0.098 109.150 0.283 110.093 0.031 

130 131.021 0.340 127.306 0.898 130.066 0.022 128.649 0.450 

170 170.171 0.057 170.213 0.071 169.957 0.014 170.527 0.175 

190 191.242 0.414 190.705 0.235 191.336 0.445 190.343 0.114 

230 230.293 0.097 228.858 0.380 230.183 0.061 230.022 0.007 

250 250.305 0.101 249.581 0.139 251.485 0.495 250.255 0.085 

Table 6 Fault location estimation at 45 % SC of line 

Type 

of 

fault 

Actual  

location 

of fault 

   CFNM 

   Output 

    30-deg 

   Error 

 (%) 

 CFNM 

  output 

 60-deg 

   Error 

    (%) 

 CFNM 

  output 

 90-deg 

Error 

 (%) 

 CFNM 

  output 

 120-deg 

    Error 

 (%) 

L-G 30 30.278 0.092 30.264 0.088 29.019 0.327 29.797 0.067 

50 49.727 0.091 50.613 0.204 49.209 0.263 50.664 0.221 

70 69.722 0.092 69.781 0.073 69.722 0.092 69.861 0.046 

90 89.278 0.240 89.281 0.239 89.248 0.250 89.321 0.226 

110 110.181 0.060 110.053 0.017 109.278 0.240 110.637 0.212 

130 130.193 0.064 129.258 0.247 130.319 0.106 130.186 0.062 

170 169.397 0.201 170.666 0.222 170.342 0.114 169.741 0.086 

190 189.504 0.165 190.453 0.151 189.590 0.136 189.295 0.235 

230 229.812 0.062 229.593 0.135 229.066 0.311 229.485 0.171 

250 249.130 0.29 249.714 0.095 250.023 0.007 251.210 0.403 

 

L-L 

 

30 

 

29.608 

 

0.130 

 

30.420 

 

0.14 

 

30.232 

 

0.077 

 

30.203 

 

0.067 

50 51.169 0.389 50.613 0.204 48.649 0.450 50.419 0.139 

70 71.910 0.636 70.265 0.088 72.639 0.879 69.214 0.262 

90 89.600 0.133 91.357 0.452 89.473 0.175 90.267 0.089 

110 109.349 0.217 110.317 0.105 110.908 0.302 109.296 0.234 

130 129.379 0.207 131.642 0.547 130.415 0.138 131.573 0.524 

170 169.536 0.154 169.040 0.32 170.803 0.267 169.584 0.138 

190 190.379 0.126 190.773 0.257 189.792 0.069 189.601 0.133 

230 231.670 0.556 230.188 0.062 232.299 0.766 231.573 0.524 

250 249.454 0.182 250.971 0.323 250.031 0.010 250.774 0.258 

 
LL-

G 

 
30 

 
30.345 

 
0.115 

 
29.442 

 
0.186 

 
29.575 

 
0.141 

 
30.153 

 
0.051 

50 50.264 0.088 49.841 0.053 50.815 0.271 49.475 0.175 

70 71.028 0.342 72.572 0.857 72.958 0.986 72.602 0.867 

90 91.573 0.524 87.997 0.667 88.444 0.518 90.380 0.126 

110 109.255 0.248 110.156 0.052 110.423 0.141 109.669 0.110 

130 128.948 0.350 131.294 0.431 130.573 0.191 131.066 0.355 

170 169.574 0.142 170.065 0.021 172.306 0.768 168.934 0.355 

190 191.044 0.348 189.833 0.055 190.144 0.048 190.290 0.096 

230 229.228 0.257 231.803 0.601 230.226 0.088 230.910 0.303 

250 249.397 0.201 249.864 0.045 249.405 0.198 250.841 0.280 
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LLL 

 
30 

 
30.715 

 
0.238 

 
29.692 

 
0.102 

 
30.568 

 
0.189 

 
29.894 

 
0.035 

50 50.671 0.223 49.210 0.263 48.976 0.341 49.911 0.029 

70 68.905 0.365 70.412 0.137 70.472 0.157 71.312 0.437 

90 89.249 0.250 88.280 0.573 90.678 0.226 87.703 0.765 

110 110.879 0.293 109.139 0.287 107.109 0.963 110.511 0.170 

130 132.348 0.782 129.912 0.029 130.396 0.132 129.132 0.289 

170 169.929 0.023 168.911 0.363 171.832 0.610 170.501 0.167 

190 188.491 0.503 190.281 0.093 192.089 0.696 189.236 0.254 

230 229.178 0.274 229.218 0.260 231.704 0.568 228.006 0.664 

250 248.732 0.422 249.513 0.162 250.919 0.306 247.762 0.746 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

An intelligent protection mechanism for the compensated transmission circuit is 

presented in this paper. The proposed scheme involves realization of prime characteristic 

features of the current signal during shunt abnormality events using DWT decomposition. 

After that, the realized feature set have been utilized as input feature sets to the designed 

artificial intelligence based classifier and distance appraisal model for categorizing the fault 

events and tracing the point of occurrence in the transmission circuit. The application of 

prime features opting phenomena helps in reducing the computation time as well as the 

dimensionality of the input samples. PNN based classifier models have been employed in 

present work for classifying the shunt abnormalities in the SCPT network. Similarly, for 

tracing the fault location in the SCPT network, a CFNM is utilized. The outcome of various 

considered fault scenario on two different simulated SCPT network shows the relevance 

and applicability of the proposed protection scheme. It has also been observed that the 

proposed protection methodology are competent of endowing precise tracing and 

classification of abnormalities in the compensated circuit irrespective of parameters 

variations such as types of fault, the location of the events, inception angles, the point of 

compensation and change in the level of line compensation.  Fast response time and 

competency of handling multi-class cases are other major attributes of the proposed 

intelligent protection scheme.  
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Appendix1. Test one simulated system parameters 

     S.No R (Ω/km) X (H/km) C (F/km) Line Compensation  

   Zero Seq. 0.3864 4.1264e-3 7.751e-9 XC (Ω)  CS (µf) 

   Positive  Seq. 0.01273 0.9337e-3 12.74e-9 30.7888 for 35 % 

compensation 

103.4 for 35 % 

compensation 

 Negative Seq. 0.01273 0.9337e-3 12.74e-9 39.5856 for 45 % 

compensation  

80.41 for 45 % 

compensation 

   Appendix II – System data of modified WSCC-9 bus system 

Generators Transformers: Loads: 

G-1: 600 MVA, 22 kV, 50 Hz; 

G-2: 465 MVA, 22 kV, 50 Hz; 

G-3: 310 MVA, 22 kV, 50 Hz. 

T1: 600 MVA, 22/400 kV, 50 Hz,∆/Y; 

T2: 465 MVA, 22/400 kV, 50 Hz,∆/Y; 

T3: 310 MVA, 22/400 kV, 50 Hz,∆/Y. 

Load A= 300MW+j100Mvar. 

Load B= 200MW+j75Mvar. 

Load C= 150MW+j75Mvar 

 


